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Q.1 Find the  disturbing force of an external  dump of  a lignite  mine with following  
details:- 

i. Weight of slice 1(W)  =  110 kN 
ii. Weight of slice 2,3,4,5,6,9 (W)    = 130 kN each. 
iii. Weight  of slice  7,8  (W)  =  35 kN 
iv. Weight  of slice  10,11  (W)  =  40kN 
v. Base angle (X) under  slice 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10,11  =  300 , 320 , 340, 350, 360 , 

300, 370, 370, 380, 390, 400, 260, 280  respectively. 
vi. Cohesion and angle of internal friction of dump material = 30kN/m2   and   300   

respectively. 
vii. Cohesion and angle of internal friction of foundation material =  23kN/m2 and   

230  respectively. 
viii. Area  of surface of AB and BC  =  140 m2 and 190 m2 
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   Q.2 Find  the  Frictional force of this external  dump of  a lignite  mine with above  details [10] 3 3 
    

Q.3(a) Find the  Cohesive  force  on the failure surface  of this external dump    [3] 3         3 
Q3(b) Determine  Factor  of Safety of above external dump  [2] 3         3 

Q.3(c) Discuss  Corporate  Social responsibility  in Engineering sector [5] 4         4 
    

Q.4(a) Discuss Land Management in mining sector [3] 5         5 
Q4(b) Define  Rock Mechanics [2] 1         1 

 Q (c) Discuss in brief  three failure modes  in rock strata [5] 1         1 
    
 Q (a) Discuss impact on environment during mine development stage [2] 5         5 
 5(b) Discuss  impact on environment  during  mine exploitation stage [5] 5          5 
Q5(c)   Discuss  impact on environment  during mine closure stage     [3] 5          5 
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